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About This Game

Lost deep in the ocean, two small beacons of hope guide you back home.

Gameplay:

Dive is an underwater platformer.

You raise and lower pillars of water to solve puzzles and gain vertical access through the levels.

The game itself contains 11 levels including a beginning and end scene.

I have to preface that the game is relatively short, and there's no save system.

Story:

Trapped and isolated after crashing your submarine into the side of a huge cavern, you are the only survivor of your crew.

Accompanied by two mysterious orbs, you gain the ability to raise and lower pillars of water that helps you make your way back
up.

Further Details:
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Dive is a fun, unique, and condensed experience with pretty pixels.

It is made solely by me.

Supporting this game will go a long way in helping me create my next project. Thank you and Much Appreciated!
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What can I say? It's good but yeah 9 minutes is a bit short. I like the color pallet choices, very deep greens and blues that help
promote the underwater theme. Pixel art really stands out as well. There's some rough transitions between levels but it can be
overlooked. I'm excited to try the developer's next game.
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